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Abstract

For web application vulnerability diagnosis, from the development stage to the operation stage, it is possible to stably operate the web only when there is a policy that is commonly applied to each task through diagnosis of vulnerabilities, removal of vulnerabilities, and rapid recovery from web page damage. KISA presents 28 evaluation items for technical vulnerability analysis of major information and communication infrastructure. In this paper, we diagnose the vulnerabilities in the automobile goods shopping mall website and suggest security measures according to the vulnerabilities. As a result of diagnosing 28 items, major vulnerabilities were found in three items: cross-site scripting, cross-site request tampering, and insufficient session expiration. Cookie values were exposed on the bulletin board, and personal information was exposed in the parameter values related to passwords when personal information was edited. Also, since the session end time is not set, it was confirmed that session reuse is always possible. By suggesting security measures according to these vulnerabilities, the discovered security threats were eliminated, and it was possible to prevent breaches in web applications and secure the stability of web services.
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1. Introduction

Web vulnerability check is to find the vulnerabilities of web applications that exist in the target website. The white box test method finds vulnerabilities by analyzing the source code, and the black box test method checks the vulnerabilities by substituting data into the target web page. White box testing is mainly performed in the stage before software distribution or user use, and the black box testing method is often used for applications that have already been distributed. In actual industrial sites, black box inspection is mostly used rather than white method inspection, and web vulnerability inspection generally checks whether a web vulnerability exists in the web site to be inspected based on predefined web vulnerability inspection items. Web vulnerability check items are checked using the major information and communication infrastructure web vulnerability check items, where most companies legally provide check items clearly.

According to a study conducted by Cenzic, an application security service provider in the United States, 96% of the applications used in the test for the study had an average of 14 security vulnerabilities [1]. As a result
of web vulnerability inspection of 1,242 websites by the Korea Internet & Security Agency (KISA) in 2016, about 73% (895 sites) were found to be vulnerable [2]. In order to solve and defend against these web vulnerabilities, many companies and institutions are spending huge amounts of money and effort, but various web vulnerabilities are still found in many websites, and damage caused by attacks that exploit them are frequently reported in the media [3].

For web applications, from the development stage to the operation stage, the system can be operated stably only when there is a policy that is commonly applied to each task for diagnosis of vulnerabilities, removal of vulnerabilities, and rapid recovery from damage. There are several vulnerabilities of web application as follows. Among them, it can be considered as vulnerable when the vulnerability diagnosis is neglected during application development, when the business logic of the entire application is completely separated from the security core process logic, or when vulnerability analysis and diagnosis is not performed periodically. Cases where the application is unexpectedly damaged include using code that is vulnerable to security, recognizing that basic operation and management are under the jurisdiction of an individual, or installing various files that the user does not recognize through frequent Internet access outside of work, or It can be seen that it occurs frequently when an external storage medium (USB Memory, Hard Disk, SD Memory, etc.) is easily used without any recognition, or when a user without basic knowledge of computer operation installs a program and makes a mistake or deletes a file. With the recent spread of various hacking technologies and the introduction of information protection and information security system projects in preparation for this, the improvement of the web application part, which is the most vulnerable to information security, is emerging as the most important issue in the government, public offices, and companies. As large-scale projects related to web application information protection and information security in corporations and public institutions constitute and integrate various information systems, the information security risk factors inherent in each application have increased exponentially. In general, hacking attacks or security breaches of web applications have different attack patterns for each web application, and there are cases where vaccines cannot detect them, and there are hardly any traces of the attack left in the log, making it difficult to take security measures or respond. Information protection and security are important in corporations and public institutions, and among them, web-related applications are the most vulnerable to security [4][5].

Therefore, in this paper, the possible path of intrusion accidents in the car goods shopping mall web application operated by CAMEL is identified and the impact of the threat on the service is analyzed. In addition, we intend to propose a method to prevent breaches and secure stability by removing the discovered threats by presenting security measures.

2. Related Work

2.1 Web vulnerability analysis evaluation items

A security vulnerability is a bug (wrong part) inherent in a system or program, and hackers exploit it to break into the system and cause information leakage and system destruction. Vulnerability checking refers to finding these security vulnerabilities inherent in a system or program. Vulnerability analysis and evaluation presented in the evaluation criteria for vulnerability analysis of major information and communication infrastructure are largely divided into administrative, physical, and technical, and technical vulnerability inspection is again performed on servers (Window, Unix), network equipment, security equipment, DBMS, PC, and web. Web vulnerability check checks the operation (response) of the web server and web application to the request from the client. Inspection of other systems (servers, network equipment, etc.) proceeds by checking the setting values (Config values) of the target system [6][7]. Security threats in these content areas
can lead to vulnerability in most applications. Vulnerabilities in the application can bypass authentication and view unauthorized information [8]. Evaluation items for web vulnerability analysis consist of a total of 28 items based on KISA's evaluation items for technical vulnerability analysis of major information and communication infrastructure [9]. According to statistical surveys, most of the security problems are related to web applications, and their vulnerabilities are increasing significantly. It is predicted that the majority of companies and government offices will continue to have problems related to web application security. We believe that policies to gradually improve web application vulnerabilities through static analysis and dynamic analysis are necessary [10]. In this paper, the purpose of this paper is to suggest security measures through vulnerability diagnosis and results for cross-site scripting, cross-site request tampering, and insufficient session expiration, and to provide stable web services by preventing breaches.

2.2 Cross-site scripting

It was created with the purpose of blocking the execution of malicious scripts by removing the cross-site scripting vulnerability in the web page. If the filtering of the user input argument value is not performed properly in the web application, a malicious script (JavaScript, VB script, ActiveX, Flash, etc.) can be imposed by stealing the reader's cookie (session) or distributing malicious code (URL redirect). It is mainly checked for source code or web firewall, and it can be said that it is good when verification and filtering of user input argument values are performed. However, if validation and filtering of user input values are not performed or HTML code is input and executed, it can be said to be vulnerable. As a workaround, you can add verification logic for the argument values input from the user in the website bulletin board, archive, URL, etc., or prevent execution even if the argument values are entered. In case of using HTML on the bulletin board inevitably, it should be set to allow input of only necessary codes among HTML codes.

2.3 Cross-site request tampering

Cross-site request tampering is an attack type that allows a user to request an attacker's intended action (modification, deletion, registration) from a specific website regardless of his/her will. It was created for the purpose of preventing tampering with requests in trust (authentication) information by validating proper filtering and authentication of user input values. There is a security threat that can perform a malicious attack with the authority of the user by tampering with the user's request within the user's trust (authentication) information. It can be said that it is good when verification and filtering of user input values are performed. However, if the user input value is not filtered or HTML code (or script) is input and executed, it can be said to be vulnerable. As a countermeasure, verification logic and filtering should be additionally applied to the user input value.

2.4 Insufficient session expiration

It was created to prevent an attacker from using an unexpired session by implementing the session timeout function. As a security threat, if the expiration period of the session is not set or if the expiration period is set too long, a malicious user may use an unexpired session to gain illegal access. It can be said that it is good if the session end time is real with the source code and the web server as the inspection object. However, if it is not set at the session end time and session reuse is possible, it can be said to be vulnerable. As a countermeasure, session end time setting or automatic logout function should be implemented. Since the session end time may vary depending on the characteristics of the site, an appropriate time should be set according to the characteristics of the site.
3. Web Vulnerability Diagnosis

The web vulnerability diagnosis tool used in this study was used to check and modify parameter values transmitted to the server with Burpsuite, and the web scanner OWASP-ZAP was used to check web application vulnerabilities.

3.1 Cross-site scripting diagnosis

This is a vulnerability that can be exploited through session hijacking and malicious program installation as a vulnerability in which an arbitrary script is executed on the client of another end user using a web application. Validation and filterlet of user input values are not done, and HTML code is often executed upon input. When an article was written on the bulletin board so that the cookie value could be exposed as a warning window, it was confirmed that the cookie value was exposed as a warning window as shown in the following Figure 1. An attacker can exploit it by storing the cookie value in a different path. Figure 1 shows the cookie value exposed in the warning window.

![Figure 1. Result of cross-site scripting diagnosis](image1)

3.2 Diagnosis of cross-site request tampering

Cross-site request tampering is a vulnerability that occurs in web applications based on automatically entered trust (authentication) information such as session cookies, SSL certificates, and Windows domain authentication. It is possible to perform There is no filterlet for user input values, and it is vulnerable when executed by entering HTML code. When modifying personal information, it was confirmed that the parameter value related to password was exposed in plain text. If a malicious script phrase that causes passwords to be changed by clicking a link is inserted on the bulletin board, it can make it impossible to log in with the message that the passwords do not match in the login with the existing password. Figure 2 shows that the password entered in HTML is exposed because no filterlet is performed on the user input value.

![Figure 2. Result of cross-site request tampering](image2)
3.3 Diagnosis of insufficient session expiration

This is a vulnerability that allows an attacker to take advantage of an unexpired session by not setting the expiration period of the session or setting the expiration period too long. Since the session end time is not set, session reuse is always possible. As shown in the Figure 3, the administrator session is maintained even after a certain period of time (more than 10 minutes) has elapsed. Figure 3 shows that the administrator session is maintained without logout even after a certain period of time has elapsed.

Figure 3. Result of insufficient session expiration

4. Security Measures for Vulnerability

4.1 Security measures of cross-site scripting

Page types that are vulnerable to XSS are likely to occur in bulletin boards that support HTML, Search Pages, Join Form Pages, Pages using Referrer, and all other pages that are input from users and output to the screen. Figure 4 is an example of a script that can cause XSS.

```
<script> ... </script>
<img src="javascript:.....">
<div style="background-image:url( javascript...)"> </div>
<embed>...</embed>
<iframe></iframe>
```

Figure 4. Example of cross-site scripting security measures

The security setting method in cross-site scripting requires restricting the use of tags corresponding to HTML or JavaScript in posts in advance, and filtering the values entered by the user. Filterlet is performed not only on the body of the post, but also on the title, comment, search word input window, and all other forms and parameter values that trust the value passed by the user. When implementing filterlet logic for input values, it must be implemented on the server side by using trim and replace functions that remove whitespace characters.

4.2 Security measures of cross-site request tampering

The cross-site request tampering check method checks whether there is a page with data modification
functions such as registration and change, and then retransmits the request transmitted from the data modification page to check whether the normal data modification function is re-executed. The security setting method should be designed to add an arbitrary token in Form/URL and verify this token so that a normal request can be distinguished from an abnormal request by implementing the verification logic for the value input by the user. The use of tags corresponding to HTML or JavaScript should be restricted in advance, and a filterlet for user input values should be implemented at the server level. In addition, when the above actions cannot be taken due to the use of HTML Editor, it should be designed to take action in the server side/servlet/DAO (Data Access Object) area.

4.3 Security measures of insufficient session expiration

The method of checking the vulnerability of insufficient session expiration is to obtain the request of the page from which the session is normally issued after authentication and check whether normal processing is performed when retransmitted after a certain period of time (10 minutes or more) has elapsed.

As for the security setting method, if the session timeout function is not implemented, there is no protection device for users who have been absent for a long time.

- **Apcache**
  
  Timeout function can be implemented using *session object that can store user information by creating a session for each visitor. Session object: It is often used to permit or prohibit page access or to store information for each user. The session object can be used only when the visitor’s browser supports the cookie function. If the following settings are applied, the session is deleted immediately when the user logs out, and if there is no request to the web server for 10 minutes without logging out, the session is lost. Figure 5 shows the setting so that the session is terminated when there is no request from the web server for more than 10 minutes by setting the session timeout time to 10 minutes.

```java
// Setting of session maintenance time
Session.timeout = 10
```

**Figure 5. Session time setting of Apcache**

- **JSP**
  
  To implement the session timeout function, use `session.getLast AccessedTime()` to automatically end the session if the session is not accessed again within a certain period of time from the last access time of the session. The session timeout can be set in two ways.

  Figure 6 shows how to specify a timeout using the `<session-config>` tag in the web.xml file.

```xml
Web.xml : "minute" unit

<session-config>
  <session-timeout>10</session-timeout>
</session-config>
```

**Figure 6. Session timeout setting of web.xml in JSP**
Next, by using the `setMaxInactiveInterval()` method provided by the session default object, you can automatically end the session by entering the unit of seconds. Figure 7 shows how to set the session duration using the `setMaxInactiveInterval()` method provided by the session default object.

```java
String strTime = param.getPropertyFromXML("SessionPersistenceTime");
if (strTime == null) {
    Session.setMaxInactiveInterval(600);
} else {
    Session.setMaxInactiveInterval((new Integer(strTime)).intValue());
}
```

Figure 7. Setting of `setMaxInactiveInterval()`

5. Conclusion

For web applications, from the development stage to the operation stage, it is possible to stably operate the web only when there is a policy that is commonly applied to each task to diagnose vulnerabilities, remove vulnerabilities, and quickly recover from damage. For vulnerabilities in web applications, 28 items are presented based on the evaluation items for technical vulnerability analysis of major information and communication infrastructure provided by KISA. In this paper, the vulnerabilities in the CAMEL automobile shopping mall website were diagnosed. As a result of diagnosing 28 items, the diagnosis was based on 3 items: cross-site scripting, cross-site request tampering, and insufficient session expiration. As a result of the diagnosis, in the case of cross-site scripting, if an article was written on the bulletin board so that the cookie value could be exposed as a warning window, the cookie value was exposed as a warning window. Therefore, an attacker can exploit this by storing the cookie value in a different path. In the case of cross-site request falsification, when personal information is modified, password-related parameter values are exposed as plain text. If a malicious script phrase to change the password was inserted through a link click on the bulletin board, it was possible to make it impossible to log in with the message that the password did not match in the login with the existing password. In case of insufficient session expiration. It was confirmed that session re-use is always possible because the session end time is not set. By suggesting security measures according to these vulnerabilities, it was possible to remove the discovered security threats, prevent breaches, and secure the stability of web services.
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